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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!!! 
Do you have any: 

Feedback, Stories, Letters, Articles, Tips  etc? 
 

Send your magazine submissions to: 
 

F Stein, Editor In Touch Magazine,  

Flat 2, 11 Sach Road, London, E5 9LJ 

Tel: 020 8806 3542 
 

Note our email address specifically dedicated to magazine 

submissions 
 

Email: editor.intouch@gmail.com 

Letter From The Editor: 
 

This issue of the magazine is filled with 
people showing gratitude to In Touch . For 
many of us In Touch is a lifeline, a place to 

share and be heard without fear of 
judgement or recrimination. In Touch is 
somewhere where we can be truly honest 

about our situations and how we are 
coping, or not coping as the case may be, in 
the knowledge that there will always be a 

sympathetic ear. The purpose of this 
magazine is to have an open forum for 

anyone to share their tears and laughter 
and I thank those of you who contribute 

and encourage others to do the same. 
I would like to also take this opportunity to 
show appreciation to my brother, Shulem 

Hanstater. When I contacted him in a 
panic that my computer is broken and I 

need to do the magazine, he dropped 
everything and gave away his work time 
to solve the problem so that this magazine 

could come to fruition. 
With Pesach upon us, we get so caught up 

in the cleaning and preparations, as 
“Chometz Alert” humourously 

demonstrates, that we forget what Pesach 
is all about. We feel comforted by the 

schmatte in our hands because that is one 
area we can control. But we need to “Let 
Go” of the safety net, cut loose the branch 

and remember that Peasach is about 
celebrating our freedom and celebrating 

the miracles. As Chani Benedikt so 
beautifully points out, we need “Listen to 

the Messages,” and make sure we learn the 
right lessons from any situation. 

Wishing you a kosher and relaxing Pesach.  
 

       Feigi Stein 

For any questions, information and/or advice 
about In Touch or In Touch events contact: 

 

 Toby Waltzer: 59 Heathland Road, 
London, N16 5PQ 

 Tzirele Gluck: 44 Chardmore Road, 
London, N16 6JH 

 Simi Bard: 10 Elm Park Avenue, London, 
N15 6AT 

 

Tel: 020 8211 7872,  020 8806 8033  
or 020 8800 5404 

Email:  intouchgroup@gmail.com 
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DISCLAIMER:  We do not promote or 

endorse any specific methods, treatments, 
clinics and/or therapies mentioned in any of 
the articles. They are intended as   
information only. Always seek professional 
advice before trying anything  new. 
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Touched  

by: 

 

In Gratitude 
 
 

A warm thrill gurgles in my vein every time I spot your envelope on 

my doormat, not only because I'm grateful to be included and 

allowed a peek in through the window of your special lives, but 

because it also makes us all appreciate our own little peckalach 

when we realize that no one licks honey down here all the time. 

I'm most inspired by each one of your writers. You couldn't have 

picked a better editor, who with her fantastic sense of humour is 

able to poke fun and enjoy life with all its challenges that Hashem 

sends. She is here to remind us that life is all about attitude. What 

an inspiration. 

I savour your magazine like a little child who keeps his best nosh 

for the last, hence I haven't yet read your latest one, so can't 

comment. T'was an extra treat to see Lily Koppel, (the postman). 

Again, she awakens appreciation in me for the good people there 

are in life. Hashem never "smacks" with 2 hands.  

Through In Touch I realized another factor of how lucky we are 

today that our special children are really enjoyed and even sought 

after to work with. In times gone by, they had a lonely, hidden 

existence. B"H today there are several organizations who have 

enabled these children to thrive and their parents to get short 

relief from their daily grind. Kol Hakavod to all of them and 

another reason to thank Hashem. 

If we'd all take the time to thank Hashem every day for all the 

“goods” (big and little) bestowed on us, we'd go to sleep far 

happier. 

Keep up your fantastic work, and wishing you all much koiach for 

your naches. 

 

          Ruchy Frankel 
 

Dear In Touch 

 

Thank you so much for all the effort you put into producing the In Touch magazine. 

It is so well presented with articles that inspire and give light relief. Sometimes, it 

is hard to see the joy; the every day practicalities fill my head and my davening for 

my son to improve or survive  the day uneventfully. Your magazine reminds me 

that I must enjoy him for who he is and that I must always empathize with him as 

his journey is not easy going. 

 

By the last page, after I have smiled, laughed out loud, cried and received a boost 

of encouragement, I feel more capable to carry on with my precious task. 

 

Thank You 

 

From a mother of a son diagnosed with Aspergers Syndrome. 

WRITE TO US 
 

In this issue I award Chani 
Benedikt with the voucher as a thank 
you for her continued contributions. 

 

To be in with a chance to win send us 

your letters to magazine submissions 

address on opposite page and the 

“Touched by” letter will receive a £10 

Shopping Voucher.* 
 

*Editors decision is final. 

Letters must be  accompanied by name and 

full contact  details to be eligible to win. 

Anonymity may be requested. 

 

Thank You 
 

Thank you for your magazine which gave me 

much food for thought, especially Mrs 

Lehman’s article “Not In The Driving Seat.” 

         

     Margaret Rothem 
 

A Kosher Pesach 
 

 

I would personally like to wish everyone at In 

Touch, Side by Side and Step by Step a 

Kosher, Freilichen Pesach and thank you all 

for all you do. 

         

    Feigi Stein 

  

...with you 

WIN!
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 “Yankel” as my son is so fondly known to 

everyone is an amazing wonder thanks to the ע''רבש .If 

we could only have had a glimpse into what he would be 

like ten years down the line, it would have been a lot 

easier and calmer, but life was meant for us to go 

through the bumpy ride of him reaching this stage B”H.  

 Yankel’s birth was long and complicated as he was 

an undetected breech, B”H he was born naturally as the 

shock was still to come. Within minutes of his birth there 

was a team of doctors called in around his bassinet and 

hushed whispers – something didn’t sound right. It 

didn’t take long for us to be told the truth: one missing 

ear, one small deformed ear, muscles on one side of 

face not working, and holes in his heart! That was heavy 

information to get thrown at you straight after a difficult 

birth with no forewarning in the 

ultra sound scans.  

 Life in the first six months 

was a big struggle with many 

appointments in different 

hospitals to get the best possible 

care for him. Part of the difficulty 

was not knowing anyone else 

with the same deformities.  

 Some of the problems B”H resolved themselves 

without much intervention but the lack of hearing was a 

big issue all along. Yankel was delayed in speech and 

communication as he was missing out on so much in 

the day to day conversation without the proper hearing 

levels. He was fitted with a BAHA [Bone Anchored 

Hearing Aid] at age 4 which opened up a new world for 

him. This is a hearing aid attached to his head with the 

sound input going directly to the cochlear through the 

bones of his skull, bypassing the ear which he did not 

have. He is very dependent on it and keeps it on 

whenever he is awake. 

 As Yankel grew older he became aware of his 

differences and when our next baby was born healthy 

B”H, his first reaction was, How come the baby’s ears 

have already grown and mine haven’t yet? When will 

mine grow? 

 We did lots of research as to what options of ear 

reconstruction were available and decided that  in GOSH 

there is a world famous plastic surgeon who could 

construct ears from Yankels’ own body – this would be 

helpful to avoid rejection of foreign bodies. This 

operation has two stages and is done on a child at 

approximately the age of ten years old. This specialised 

kind of plastic surgery is used to form an ear that looks 

as normal as possible. Cartilage is taken from the ribs to 

form the framework of the ear under the skin. It sits 

there for six months to a year to give it time to attach 

itself and become part of the body. Skin is grafted from 

the top of the scalp and brought down to cover the new 

ear. In the second stage surgery the ear is raised away 

from the head and another skin graft is used to cover 

the back surface of the ear.  

 This type of surgery sounded 

like the best option and we went 

ahead with it. These ears are only 

cosmetic, no improvement to his 

hearing. We wanted Yankel’s 

approval to actually do it and his 

response was – “I can’t wait to 

have it done” he would eventually 

be able to rest his glasses on his new ears rather than 

have them suspended from an elastic from under his 

Kappel.  

 He had first stage surgery done on Rosh Chodesh 

Cheshvan this year. The operation took about eight 

hours and B”H all went well. The healing process took 

quite long and we are patiently waiting to have the 

second stage done when we will have a final picture of 

what his ears will look like.  

 Yankel took time after the operation to look at 

himself in the mirror and see two ears, this was a very 

emotional moment for him. After a couple of weeks he 

actually dared to touch them and said “They are mine!” 

 As a final note I would like to add it is clear to us 

that the Brochos Yankel has received from many 

Gedoilei Yisroel and Tefilos have kept us going all along.  

 

After a couple of weeks 

he actually dared to 

touch them and said 

“They are mine!” 

Do you want to share your story? Do you want to tell us about 

your experiences? We want to hear from you 
Contact us by post, phone or email.  

 

Details can be found on Page 2 

By: Chayelle Kahn 
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Creativity can be described as  letting go of certainties 

 
               

Once there was a king who received a gift of two magnificent falcons. They were peregrine falcons, the most 

beautiful birds he had ever seen. He gave the precious birds to his head falconer to be trained. 

Months passed, and one day the head falconer informed the king that though one of the falcons was flying 

majestically, soaring high in the sky, the other bird had not moved from its branch since the day it had arrived. 

The king summoned healers and sorcerers from all the land to tend to the falcon, but no one could make the bird 

fly. 

He presented the task to the member of his court, but the next day, the king saw through the palace window that 

the bird had still not moved from its perch. 

Having tried everything else, the king thought to himself, “Maybe I need someone more familiar with the 

countryside to understand the nature of this problem.” So he cried out to his court, “Go and get a farmer.” 

In the morning, the king was thrilled to see the falcon soaring high above the palace gardens. He said to his court, 

“Bring me the doer of this miracle.” 

The court quickly located the farmer, who came and stood before the king. The king asked him, “How did you 

make the falcon fly?” 

With his head bowed, the farmer said to the king, “It was very easy, your highness. I simply cut the branch where 

the bird was sitting.” 

We are all made to fly — to realize our incredible potential as human beings. But at times we sit on our branches, 

clinging to the things that are familiar to us. The possibilities are endless, but for most of us, they remain 

undiscovered. We conform to the familiar, the comfortable, and the mundane. So for the most part, our lives are 

mediocre instead of exciting, thrilling and fulfilling. Let us learn to destroy the branch of fear we cling to and free 

ourselves to the glory of flight! 

Author Unknown 
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 The phone companies don’t actually consider “can you please hold?” a 

question. 
 There should be a button to delete a text after you send it. 
 “I could care less” is NOT the same as “I couldn't care less.” 
 Guilty with an explanation is the same as guilty. Just stop whining and pay 

the fine. 
 “Are you still here?” is possibly the stupidest question in the English 

Language. 
 “Are you asleep?” is ACTUALLY the stupidest question in the English 

Language. 
 I haven't memorised a phone number in almost a decade. 
 Literally means literally. Please look it up before saying “I literally died.” 
 When you go out with your wife and she says “I don’t want dessert, but the 

cheesecake looks good,” you should order the cheesecake. 
 I sometimes forget how old I am just for a moment 
 When the cashier asks if you need help taking your shopping to your car, he 

is hoping you will say no. 
 I’ve  never actually seen the back of my head. 
 When boarding a helicopter, how do you know how low you have to duck 

to avoid the blades. Do you  just guess? 
 “Irregardless” and “regardless” mean exactly the same thing. 
 When someone thinks you look familiar, it’s easier to pretend you know 

them, than account for your whereabouts the last twenty years to prove 
you don’t. 

 If you hold the door for someone entering the bank, they will be ahead of 
you in the queue.  

 

  I often wonder if people can run as fast as their mouths   
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 I was extremely touched by both the article entitled “my special needs sister’’ and the letter from a sister 

responding to it.  Both of these missives set me thinking and fuelled my already favourite grievance. 

 Those of you who know me well, are probably pretty much acquainted with my “life is not fair, live with it” 

attitude.  Hashem in His great wisdom, has given everyone their own little toolbox filled with the tools each of us 

needs to fulfil our tafkid in life. 

 Your letter writer tells how she feels that her classmates cannot relate to her little sister because she is 

‘different’. I feel that this is because, in my opinion, children of today simply cannot relate to different. Our schools 

teach the children that everyone has to be the same. Each child must have the same yellow pencil, the same book 

covering, crayons, felt pens, hairstyle, even the same hideous pleated skirt, even if it does nothing to flatter her or 

make her feel better about herself. Our children have forgotten the art of Lo Sachmoid because of the new 

fashionable term ‘peer pressure’. Nebach it’s peer pressure that makes our children ask for everything their 

friends have. So instead of telling our children that each of us has exactly what we need, we make them all look, 

feel and think the same. They don’t have an original opinion of their own, because they are not allowed to have 

one. After all, everyone must be the same otherwise that monster, peer pressure will rear its ugly head. 

 Boys all have to have the same chumash, even if you have 6 perfectly good chumashim at home, it is 

imperative that you buy the latest full colour annotated chumash for your child, because if you don’t he’ll grow up 

feeling so inadequate that he’ll need to be in therapy for years. 

 Of course children feel uncomfortable around anyone who is different. The pressure to conform is so great 

that they simply don’t know how to handle anything that is beyond the scope of their programmed little minds. 

 Competition is another popular word, only in this case it has been sought to be eradicated. There mustn’t be 

any competition chas v’sholom, because our precious children’s egos will be irrevocably damaged. Schools have 

eradicated end of year prizes and parents are afraid to say no to their children in case their delicate feelings get 

hurt. Why should a child work hard if they have nothing to strive for, no one to compete against? 

 In my young days, we all knew exactly where we were in the pecking order. We knew that the rich kids get 

holidays abroad, a new satchel every year and the fancy stationary, while we poor ones went to Springfield Park 

and had our older siblings’ hand-me-downs. We all knew that the best and cleverest kids got the prizes. My own 

daughter received a certificate every year of her school life, and she jolly well deserved it. She was a straight A 

student and worked really hard, so why not get the recognition she so richly deserved?  Did it affect us adversely? 

Absolutely not! In fact it probably prepared us for the challenges we all have today. And we all know that everyone 

has challenges, not only those of us with special needs kids. How are our children going to cope, when they grow 

up and get hit in the face with reality? What are they going to do when they realise that in fact everyone is not the 

same. How will they react when they see that the world is full of that dreaded word ‘competition’? After all they 

have never had to open that precious toolbox Hashem has given them! They have been fashioned with someone 

else’s tools and we all know that using the wrong tools for the job will just mess it up. 

 Perhaps if we look inside each child and see who they really are, if we stop hiding behind words like ‘peer 

pressure’ and ‘competition’, if we teach our children to use THEIR tools the letter writer’s friends will be knocking 

her door down asking to play with her little sister and recognising how great her every achievement is. 

  

The spirit of envy can destroy; it can never build 
        

              Margaret Thatcher 

By: Leah Hochhauser 
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 One of the greatest of the Kotzker Chassidim, Reb Yechiel Gastinina, was once asked how he became a 

talmid of the Kotzker Rebbe. He told the following story: 

 “Upon my marriage at a young age, my father-in-law presented me with two special gifts: a tallis and a pair of 

tefillin written especially for me. I was so moved by these gifts that I took it upon myself to watch over them with 

great care, never using them without spiritual preparation.  

 “In those days, I would sit in the synagogue most of the day, getting up  before daybreak and learning in shul 

until the early minyan. After davening, I would sit down and spend several more hours learning. By two in the 

afternoon. I had already studied for at least eight hours. 

 “One afternoon, a wild-looking dishevelled Jew came rushing into shul. I somehow guessed that he had some 

connection with Kotzk. The Yid walked straight over to me and said, ‘Young man, lend me your tallis and tefillin. I 

have not prayed yet.’ I thought to myself; ‘Two in the afternoon and he has not prayed yet. What kind of Chasid is 

he?’ 

 “I told him outright, ‘I am a young fellow, yet I’ve davened and learned some eight hours already. What were 

you doing until now, that you haven't managed to pray yet?’ 

 “‘Young man,’ he answered, ‘I’m not asking for advice. Either you want to lend me your tallis or you don’t!’ Of 

course I had no choice. If a Jew wants to borrow your tallis, what can you do? You lend it. With trembling hands 

and a pounding heart, I handed the Jew my tallis, the one my father-in-law had bought me. ‘My tallis is very 

precious to me. I try my best to treat it with great reverence.’ 

 “The fellow looked at me. ‘Nu, nu, I’ll find another one.’ Ashamed, I answered, ‘No, please take it!’ However I 

figured that at two o’clock in the afternoon, the fellow would at least daven with some zeal and fervour. Yet he put 

on the tallis and tefillin and slowly walked over to the open window. He stood there idly, watching the market 

place, not saying a word. The fellow remained there for at least an hour. I was bursting. My holy tallis was being 

desecrated by this lazy lout. 

 “Suddenly he turned, and rushed up to the aron hakodesh, the holy Ark, burying his face in the curtain. No 

more than four minutes had passed and the Chassid had finished. I was fuming. The Jew spends one hour in my 

tallis, staring out the window, and then he holds his head in the curtain for four minutes! ‘This is davening?’ I 

asked myself.  

 “I went over and quickly grabbed my tallis. The tallis was wet. I felt the curtains on the Ark, and they were 

sodden as well, soaked with what were apparently this man’s tears. I felt so ashamed. ‘Please forgive me! I didn’t 

realise that you had been praying the whole time. I thought you were just looking out of the window.’ 

 “Come, said the visiting Jew, ‘let me show you something. He took me to the window he had been standing at 

and pointed to the square outside. There were ten Cossacks doing their basic training, marching up and down. 

‘Watch those Cossacks!’ the Jew instructed me. ‘They do exactly as the officer command them: ‘Left! Right! Left! 

Right!’ 

 “‘Young man! What is a Cossack? He is nothing more than a village drunkard. His officer is nothing more than 

a bigger drunkard. Yet if the officer tells the soldiers to go right, they go right, no matter what. And if the general, 

an even greater drunkard, an alcoholic, tells a soldier to go to battle, off he will go; no questions asked! And if the 

Czar of Russia tells him to go right, he would gladly die rather than go left. 

 “I watched the Cossacks,’ this Jew reflected. ‘How is it that I stood at Mount Sinai and heard Hashem telling 

me to go right, and yet I am still going left? With this in my heart, I prayed.’ 

 “The Chassid finished his explanation and noticed that I was clutching my wet tallis to my heart. ‘Don’t worry,’ 

he assured me, ‘your tallis will dry by tomorrow morning.’  At that moment, I could not take it anymore. I broke 

down and cried. ‘No, I don’t want my tallis to be dry ever again.’ 

 “The Jew put his arms around me and said, ‘Ah! You really want to daven. Then pack up fast and come with 

me to Kotzk.’” (Rabbi Rubin, Jewish Tribune). 
 

             Reprinted from Chavi Wagschal’s “You Can Make The Difference.” 

By: Chavi  Wagschal 
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A jobless man applied for the position of ‘office boy’ at a very big company. 

The employer interviewed him, then gave him a test: clean the floor. 

“You are hired.” – the employer said. ”Give me your email address, and I’ll send you the application 

to fill, as well as when you will start.” 

The man replied, “I don’t have a computer, neither an email.” 

“I’m sorry,” said the employer, “if you don’t have an email that means you do not exist. And who 

doesn’t exist, cannot have the job.” 

The man left with no hope. He didn’t know what to do, with only $10 USD in his pocket. 

He then decided to go to the supermarket, bought a 10kg tomato crate, then sold the tomatoes 

door to door. In less than two hours, he succeeded and doubled his capital. 

He repeated the operation 3 times and returned home with $60 USD. The man realized that he 

could survive this way, and started to go everyday earlier, and returned late. Thus, his money doubled or 

tripled every day. Shortly later, he bought a cart, then a truck, and then he had his own fleet of delivery 

vehicles. 

Five years later, the man’s company was one of the biggest food retailers. He started to plan his 

family’s future, and decided to have a life insurance. 

He called an insurance broker and chose a protection plan. When the conversation was concluded, 

the broker asked him his email. The man replied: “I don’t have an email.” 

The broker replied curiously, “You don’t have an email, and yet have succeeded to build an empire. 

Do you imagine what you could have done if you had an email?” 

The man paused for a while, and replied: “Yes, I would have been an office boy!” 

 

“Choose a job you love, and you 

will never have to work a day in 

your life” 
 

Confucius 

 

“Opportunities are usually 

disguised as hard work, so most 

people don’t recognize them.” 
 

Ann Landers 

 
 

“When your work speaks for 

itself, don’t interrupt.” 

 

Henry J. Kaiser 
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Every year the same story repeated itself. From Chanuka on, Mr Dovid Mayor detected a gradual change 

in the behaviour of his normally serene wife, Esther. The intensity of her voice increased by two decibels per week. 

The usual choice of three desserts at supper was reduced to a fresh fruit, which Dovid took himself from the 

refrigerator. As Pesach approached, the fresh fruit became his supper - if he was lucky. By Purim, all channels of 

communication broke down. Whatever he said or did only served to annoy Esther, and whatever she said made no 

sense to Dovid. Armed with her dustbuster, broom and shmattes, she looked so formidable that no one dared 

argue with her. Her vocabulary was limited to barking orders that were interspersed with exclamations of Y-O-OY! 

CHOMETZ.”  

 Strangely enough, around that same time, the Bais Hamedrash bustled with activity. Morning and evening 

shiurim, had an unusually large attendance and Dovid noticed that he was not the only one nibbling tuna 

sandwiches in the lobby. In the crucial pre-Pesach weeks, mundane things like suppers were eliminated from the 

agenda. The women thrived on the extra energy afforded them by their daily subsistence of 20 cups of coffee. 

Dovid studied the behaviour of his chavruso and he had been married long enough to be a maven of the 

symptoms of ‘chometz syndrome.” 

 When his chavruso Yosef groaned with pain each time he turned the page of his Shulchan Orech, Dovid 

winked knowingly. “Overworked at the stock exchange, huh?” he asked. Dovid had been through that procedure a 

week ago. Esther had asked him to take down 25 cartons of clothes in storage, to sort out her stock. “I am giving 

all my extra stuff away, and that’s final! There is no place to move in this house,” she complained. 

She embarked on a full day of stock exchange trading, calling sisters, friend and neighbours, and her conversation 

sounded something like this: 

 Esther: “Bracha, could you use a size 14 dress for your Matty? It is mamesh like new and if she keeps her 

hands folded no one will even notice that tiny rust stain.” 

 Bracha: “W-e-e-e-ll, maybe I could use a spare, in case her other five dresses get torn or something. By the 

way I have six outgrown vests and pants, size 8. Could you use them?” 

 Esther: “Size 8? Maybe I could still squeeze Shloimy into them. Beli Ayin Hora he really grew lately...” 

 After finishing all her transactions, Esther managed to dispose of ten boxes - and accumulated another 

sixteen. Dovid squeezed 31 boxes into a space barely big enough for 20, then emptied his wallet, at Esther’s 

insistence, for after taking inventory, she concluded that nobody had what to wear for next season.  

 While the adults took their Pesach cleaning very seriously, for the children it was their favourite time of the 

year. They could do as they pleased, as long as they were not under their mother’s feet and as long as there as no 

chometz involved. These were the only restrictions. The could pretend to be birds flying from the rooftops and no 

one would stop them; they could make war with one another and no adult would hear them. They could ask 

questions like, “Mummy, could I use that box of old photos to play carnival tickets?” and the mother, not pausing a 

moment in her scrubbing, would answer “Uhuh,” like a deaf and mute robot. Only a half year later will she discover 

that her wedding pictures have received a free public viewing by all the pedestrians passing by on the sidewalk 

where they were scattered. 

 One evening Dovid was greeted by his red nosed tykes happily romping in the snow  in their shirtsleeves. ~ 

 “Get inside!” he ordered sharply 

 “But Tatti, it’s not fair! Everyone is outside,” they protested. It was true - the neighbourhood children were all 

outdoors, running around with peanut butter sandwiches.  

 “Get inside,” repeated their father through gritted teeth and he gathered the struggling children bodily, two 

under each arm. It was only when he came inside that he realised that not all of them were his own.  

 “What is the meaning of this!” he demanded of Esther. The answer seemed to come from a pair of feet 

sticking out from beneath a dresser. 

 

Submitted By: Gitty Weil 
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 “MMFFPMRRR” was all he heard and he wasn’t 

sure if it was from Esther or the vacuum cleaner. 

 He proceeded to put the children to sleep but 

discovered that all the mattresses were airing on the 

gallery. Dovid settled five of them on the living room 

couch. He would have put some of them down on the 

carpet, but it was still wet from being shampooed. The 

scene that ensued when Esther discovered them 

tangled together on the couch around midnight defies 

description. 

 “You didn’t even use a dustbuster on them?” she 

shrieked. “Now I have to do the living room all over 

again.” 

Dovid challenged her to call a Dayan and ask a shaloh, 

fully confident that the halacha was on his side. Esther 

usually hung on to every psak the Dayan gave, but 

before Pesach, Esther did not even trust the Dayan. 

 “Listen Esther, you don’t have to get hysterical...” 

Dovid argued. 

 “NOT GET HYSTERICAL?” echoed Esther, “... When 

my house is infested with chometz and it is only six 

weeks to Pesach? My mother was already hysterical by 

Chanukah and her mother, the tzadeikas Babbe Soroh 

Babche, started yelling by Simchas Torah.” Esther 

sighed, as if admitting a grave wrongdoing. “What can I 

do? We are just a shvacher generation.” 

 Dovid spared no expense or effort to help his wife. 

She received the green light to hire help for a many 

hours as needed, but Esther was not easy to please 

before Pesach. She became dizzy from trying to train a 

new cleaning lady every day. The only  benefit she 

received from her cleaners was educational: Esther 

learned to speak Polish. The cleaning ladies, however, 

never learned to clean to Esther’s specifications. In less 

than a week, Esther has sifted through more employees 

than General Motors in their best year. Meanwhile, her 

husband and children roamed around like refuges, 

eating meals in the garage or on the fire escape, with 

melting snow dripping down their necks.  

 The time came for deep cleaning. With a pocket full 

of screwdrivers and a hammer, with a dustbuster and 

shmattes in tow, Esther took apart the toaster, mixer, 

blender, hairdryer, stove, microwave, chairs, tables and 

everything else held together by screws. After soaking 

each nut and bolt, she carefully checked them for 

chometz the way she checked her lettuce for worms. 

After passing inspection, she threw them in a basket. 

 “You want to help me Dovid?” she asked sweetly. 

Thrilled to be actually trusted to do something, Dovid 

nodded enthusiastically.  

 “Then could you just spend a few minutes putting 

those little things back?” 

 Dovid studied the basket thoroughly. After 

connecting the mixer to the hair dryer, he gave up and 

studied the Yellow Pages. Failing to find a serviceman 

who did jigsaw puzzles as a sideline, he bought new 

appliances and sold the old ones as scrap metal. 

 Esther was still not finished. The fumes from the 

cleansers were akin to the fallout from the Chernobyl 

nuclear reactor. Besides that, she took apart the pipes, 

drop ceiling and tiles. Troops of repairman came daily to 

assess the damage. 

 Finally, the last repairman fixed the last tile and 

Dovid sighed with relief. While Esther went to her purse 

to make out a cheque, the workman drew a crumpled 

bag from his pocket. When Esther returned, she found 

him leaning against her counter, halfway through a treifa 

pastrami sandwich, whistling between mouthfuls. 

Fortunately, Dovid was there to revive his wife. 

 At this late hour there were only two choices - buy a 

brand new house or move in with her mother. Esther 

called her mother (who was already having two families 

for Pesach) to help her decide. Her mother, being a 

mother, naturally offered them temporary residence for 

Pesach, even though she was already being host to 

thirty children and then proceeded to move into a brand 

new house herself. 

 The Seder was like a dream. Dovid felt as if he was 

experiencing Yetzias Mitzrayim firsthand. After months 

of deprivation and oppression, he was sitting at the 

head of a table fit for majesty. The crumbs fell into his 

beard and Esther’s face showed contentment. Actually, 

she did not even see the crumbs, because she was also 

dreaming, with her head folded in her hands. 

 “Avodim Hoyinu LeParoi Bemitzrayim,” sang Dovid, 

and he imaged Pharaoh as a behemoth dustbuster, 

swallowing his ancestors alive. The children pictured 

Pharaoh with bulging eyes and big teeth, just like the 

pictures they coloured in cheder. And Esther... Esther 

could not imagine it possible for Pharaoh to be anything 

more devastatingly horrible than a loaf of bread.  

 

 

Family is not an important thing. It’s everything. 

                Michael J. Fox 
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The article in the previous issue titled “keep your dream,” reminded me of a Shiur I once heard about how the 

Ponevezer Rov z”l started his Yeshivah. When the Ponevezer Rov came to Eretz Yisroel he had nothing. The Rov heard 

how some of the survivors of the concentration camps were suffering with mental issues and he had a vision of building 

a Yeshiva, a place for survivors to gather together and learn. He dreamed of a building a Yeshiva that was “big in the 

length and breadth.”  

When the Chazon Ish heard of this he called the Ponevezer Rov and asked him “what are you talking about 

building a Yeshiva big in the length and breadth. You’re dreaming.” The Ponevezer Rov replied “I might be dreaming but 

‘ich schluff nisht’ (I am not sleeping).” 

As we know the Ponevezer Rov z”l built the biggest Yeshiva in his time. 

 

As I already have my pen in my hand, I would like to share a small thought. Sometimes parents think “why does 

my child have to be born with special needs?” It says in the שער גלגולים from the י הקדוש“אר  that רב ששת one of the אמוראים 

had to be born blind because he was a גלגול of בבא בן בוטא who was blinded by King Hodros. And so it had to be that  רב

  .had to be born blind ששת

The שער גלגולים even points out that we have various ways of exchanging letters in the Aleph Beis for gaining 

additional information. One of the main methods used is exchanging the first letter “Aleph” for the last letter “Tav”, the 

second letter “Beis” for the penultimate letter “Shin,” and so on.  

Using this system the name בבא, the one who was blinded, becomes ששת, the אמורה who was later born blind and 

who was a גלגול of .בבא בן בוטא   

We never know the reason behind Hashem’s plan, why our children are born this way, but if we learn from the 

Ponevezer Rov, nothing is insurmountable, we just have to keep our hopes and dreams alive and trust in Hashem that 

salvation will come from Him. 

 

May we all be זוכה to have healthy children and not know of any צרות 

READER’S FORUM 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have 

Your 

SAY.... 

Last issue we asked: 
Tips for giving suitable gifts 
for special needs children 

In my experience it helps to ask the 

child (if they are capable to be asked) 

what it is they like, maybe even let 

them help choose the gift. With 

special needs children, the element of 

surprising them with a gift is less 

important than making them feel 

special. For many of these children 

they don’t get a lot of say in how their 

lives are run. Decisions are made for 

them every day, by various different 

people. By letting them be a part of 

something, even if it is something 

small like choosing a present for 

themselves, you are giving them a 

validity which they rarely get to feel. 

 

Name withheld by request 

   

Always check with the parents. Some children might be sensitive to 

certain sounds or textures. Some children may have a fear of certain 

things and being presented with them may cause a panic attack or 

cause a violent reaction. When giving food check if they have any 

allergies.  

 
 Submitted anonymously 

Topic for next issue: 
Ideas or activities to keep your 
children occupied during holidays 

and/or yomim tovim. 
Send in your tips and advice to the magazine submissions 

address on Page 2 
 

We also welcome suggestions for future topics 

 

By: Akiva’s Parent 
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LAW OF MECHANICAL REPAIR 
After your hands become coated with grease, your nose will begin to itch. 
 
LAW OF GRAVITY 
Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least accessible corner. 
 
LAW OF PROBABILITY 
The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act. 
 
LAW OF RANDOM NUMBERS 
If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal and someone always answers. 
 
SUPERMARKET LAW 
As soon as you get in the smallest line, the cashier will have to call for help. 
 
VARIATION LAW 
If you change lines (or traffic lanes), the one you were in will move faster than the one you are in 
now. 
 
LAW OF CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
The probability of meeting someone you know increased dramatically when you are with someone 
you don’t want to be seen with. 
 
LAW OF THE RESULT 
When you try to prove to someone that a machine won’t work, that’s when it will. 
 
LAW OF BIOMECHANICS 
The severity of the itch is inversely proportional to the reach. 
 
THE COFFEE LAW 
As soon as you sit down to a cup of hot coffee, your boss will ask you to do something which will 
last until the coffee is cold. 
 
LAW OF PHYSICAL SURFACES 
The chances of an open-faced jam sandwich landing face down on a floor, are directly correlated to 
the newness and cost of the carpet or rug. 
 
LAW OF COMMERCIAL MARKETING 
As soon as you find a product that you really like, they will stop making it. 
 
DOCTORS’ LAW 
If you don’t feel well, make an appointment, go to the doctor, by the time you get there you’ll feel 
better... But don’t make an appointment, and you’ll stay sick. This has been proven over and over 
with taking children to the paediatrician.  
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Di George syndrome is a severe genetic disorder that is noticeable at birth. At the very worst, it can result in 

heart defects, learning difficulties, a cleft palate and potentially many other problems. However, not everyone is severely 

affected and most people with the condition will live normal life spans. In almost all cases of di George syndrome, these 

symptoms and features result from a missing piece of chromosome - a genetic fault, or mutation, called 22q11 

deletion. The 22q11 deletion can potentially result in many different combination of symptoms and di George syndrome 

is just one possible consequence. 

What are the main features of di George syndrome? 
Some of the main features are described below, but bear in mind that the severity of these problems varies from 

person to person and some people with the syndrome will only experience a few of them.  

Heart problems - It is common for children with di George syndrome to have heart abnormalities from birth, such 

as a hole in the heart or a problem with the main artery leaving the heart (the aorta). 

Learning difficulties - Commonly children with di George syndrome will have slow development of speech and 

poor concentration, and may struggle with maths and problem solving. 

Problems with the mouth, feeding and hearing - Some children with di George syndrome have a cleft palate or a 

problem with surrounding mouth muscles. A few will also have a cleft lip. These can result in difficulty with speech and 

language, feeding problems, dysphagia and ear infections.  

Appearance  - Children with di George syndrome may have some of the following physical characteristics: wide set 

almond-shaped eyes, a long nose with broad nasal bridge and small nostrils, a small jaw, small, low set ears that are 

folded over at the top, cleft lip and/or cleft palate. 

Infections - Children with di George syndrome generally have weak immune systems because of a problem with 

the thymus gland, a gland in the neck that produces cells needing to fight invading germs. This means that they may be 

susceptible to recurrent infections.  

Bone and muscle problems - These can include club foot, rheumatoid arthritis, weak muscles resulting in hernias 

and constipation, over flexible joints and abnormalities of the spine. 

Eye problems - possible eye problems include a hole in the iris of the eye, known as colobma, and small 

cataracts. 

Kidney problems - It is quite common for someone with di George syndrome to have a missing kidney or for one 

kidney to be smaller than the other.  

How is di George syndrome diagnosed? 
The piece of missing chromosome that causes di George syndrome is so small that it cannot be seen under a 

microscope. If a doctor suspects di George syndrome in an unborn baby, the will order a special test called the FISH 

(fluorescence in situ hybridisation) test. This test shows whether or not the region of chromosome 22 is present. If only 

one copy of the chromosome 22 ’lights up’ with the fluorescent dye, rather than both copies,  the test is positive. The 

FISH test doesn’t pick up every case of di George syndrome. A small minority of people with the syndrome will not test 

positive, and the diagnosis will be solely made on the characteristic features and symptoms. 

How does the mutation happen? 

In most cases of di George syndrome, the missing piece of chromosome will occur at conception. It is fairly 

common for errors like this to happen by chance when DNA is copied from the parent and you cannot prevent it. In a 

small number of cases the 22q11 deletion will have been passed on to the child by one of the parents who already had 

the mutation. 

What are the chances of my  next child having it? 

An affected parent has a 50% chance of passing on the condition to their child. If neither parent is missing the 

piece of chromosome, there’s still a 1-2% chance that they will have another child with the same syndrome. 

      

Credits: www.nhs.uk 
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Meilech was born prematurely. At the time of his birth 

we knew that he had Spina Bifida and would require 

immediate surgery to repair the gap in his spine. Whilst under 

the care of Great Ormond Street hospital he was visited by 

various health professionals, one of whom was a geneticist. 

Meilech’s appearance, especially his ears and nails, 

concerned her and she called us to discuss the possibility that 

Meilech may have di George syndrome. She advised us to 

carry out the genetic test which proved that indeed Meilech 

had 22q11 deletion. 

I will never forget the meeting when she gave us the 

results. Her prognosis for Meilech was horrendous. She 

painted a picture so bleak, saying that he will never be able to 

do anything, and that his quality of life will be close to zero. 

But we decided not to subscribe to her negativity and decided 

to do some research of our own in which we discovered that 

whilst things looked bleak, they were not as hopeless as she 

had made out. 

Meilech does indeed have many of the features 

associated with di George syndrome. However, since he also 

has other conditions, it is sometimes difficult to say which 

condition is responsible for which symptom or behaviour. He 

was born with a hole in his heart, which was repaired when he 

was 9 months old, he has difficulties with chewing, feeding 

and swallowing. He does not speak at all, which may or may 

not be as a result of di George, as most children with this 

syndrome do actually speak although with some difficulty. 

Meilech also has some muscle problems and he has suffered 

from hernia. His muscle problems are attributed to both 

22q11 deletion and Spina Bifida. He also has a squint in his 

eyes and severe learning difficulties. 

Boruch Hashem he doesn't have any kidney problems 

but he is constantly being monitored to ensure that these 

problems don’t arise. 

Although Meilech has many of the symptoms, he is a 

little fighter and surmounts every challenge. Despite the 

geneticists poor prognosis, Meilech is walking, he understands 

a lot of what he is taught and constantly makes progress and 

strides in his development and in his learning to become 

independent.  

If we have learned anything from this it is not to listen to 

the negativity because where there is life there is hope and 

with tefillos any diagnosis can be overcome.  

 

 

Meilech is 9 years old and he has di George syndrome. In 

addition to the 22q11 deletion he also has other problems. 

Here is a brief account of how he was diagnosed and how he 

copes with his challenges on a day to day basis. 

 

 

Meilech’s  STORY 

 

 Living with Di George Syndrome 

Help and Support 

 

Tests 

Your child will have regular tests from infancy onwards 

including: 

 Hearing tests and eye examinations 

 Medical tests of their immune system 

 Kidney and heart scans and tests 

 Tests for swallowing problems such as dysphagia.  

 

Development 

Before they start school, your child’s developmental 

progress and speech & language development should 

be assessed. If your child has a learning disability, their 

educational needs can be met either in a mainstream 

school with extra support, or in a special school.  

 

A physiotherapist can help with physical problems - for 

example shoe inserts may help your child’s leg pains. 

 

Surgery may be needed to correct any serious problems 

such as heart surgery or an operation to reduce the 

amount of air escaping through their nose. 

 

You may find it useful to discuss your concerns with a 

social worker, psychologist or counsellor, whom you can 

contact directly or via your doctor.  

 

Other Treatments 

Calcium supplements and vitamin D supplements are 

often given to patients who have an underactive 

parathyroid gland.  

 

Support 

There are a couple of support groups to support families 

affected by di George syndrome.  

 

Max Appeal is a registered charity offering advice and 

support. They can be contacted via their website 

www.maxappeal.org.uk or by phone on 0300 999 2211. 

 

The 22q11 Group provides information and support. 

They can be contacted by email 

22q11@melcom.cix.co.uk. 

 

Credits: www.nhs.uk 

 

Di George syndrome has many different symptoms so there 

will not be one definitive treatment plan. However there is 

help and support available from a variety of sources.  

Below are just some ways in which you can support your child 

with di George syndrome. 
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EXCUSES FOR NOT 

CLEANING  

Compiled By: F Stein 

1 
It’s only going to get messy again anyway. 

2 

4 

3 
Exposing children to dirt is good 

for their immune system. Dust and mess and scribbled on 

walls are signs of a happy home.  

Nobody thinks of looking for things in 

their rightful place anyway. 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

Breathing in the fumes of cleaning 

products is bad for your health. 

 There might be a spider hiding under 

all that mess.  

The kids will never appreciate what clean 

is if they don’t experience what messy is. 

If Alexander Fleming would have 

cleaned, he would never have discovered 

penicillin. 
The scattered papers all over the 

floor hide the various spills and 

stains that have accumulated over 

the years.  

10 
I have time either to clean or to 

cook and bake. It’s either a tidy 

kitchen or food on the table. Your 

choice.  

TOP 

10 

 

“Cleaning your house whilst 

your kids are still growing up is 

like shoveling the walk before it 

stops snowing.” 
 

Phyllis Diller 

 

 

“I had to clean my house for 

two hours just to be able to tell 

my guests ‘sorry for the mess’.” 

 

Unknown 

 

“My house was clean. 

Then the kids woke up. 

The end.” 

 

Unknown 
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You know how they say that misery loves company? Well, that must be the reason that hospital waiting 

rooms are always so full of people. There is nary a more miserable group of people than parents anxiously clock 

watching as their children fidget and whine waiting to be called into the inner sanctum of the Doctor’s office. You can 

always tell when someone has been summoned. The look of blessed relief on the parents face is almost akin to 

being told she has won the lottery and suddenly there is a mad scrimmage of gathering belongings whilst frantically 

calling out for the child who has long given up and made his escape somewhere. 

I’ve sort of got used to my life with Meilech; his idiosyncrasies, his constant discovery of new mischief and the 

endless need for new batteries to operate his toys. But one thing I can’t get used to, and probably never will, is all 

those appointments we keep having. Every time a letter comes through the door addressed “to the parent/guardian 

of Meilech Stein,” I think “not another one.” Just hearing the word ‘appointment’ makes me cringe a little. If I were to 

get invited to Buckingham Palace by Appointment of Her Majesty the Queen, I would probably open the envelope and 

think “is this an urgent appointment, is there any way I can push it off for a bit?” 

Whilst the location of your appointment is not negotiable, the time is more of a recommendation. The hospital 

recommends that you come before this time but they will see you whenever they feel like it. But, don’t you dare come 

a minute late or you will have missed your slot, which would have taken place one hour later. I think it should be 

mandatory for every Doctor to sit in their own waiting room for an hour, with a fussy, hungry, tired child. Perhaps this 

would induce them to keep to the schedule. 

Whilst some appointments are routine check-ups, where the Doctor really seems to like your child because he 

keeps on wanting to see them for what seems like no other reason than just to say hello on a bi-annual basis, others 

will involve tests of some sort – usually a test of your patience. 

The eye test has to be the most tear inducing. First they apply the drops and they warn that it might cause 

blurred vision, crankiness and tiredness. Okay, and how do they affect the child? 

For a non-verbal child like Meilech, they use flashcards with pictures to conduct the test. You would think that 

they would use multicoloured pictures to gage interest, but oh no. These cards are grey, bland and boring, and the 

pictures are little more than stick figure versions of houses and trains. They don’t sing, they don’t glow, so no wonder 

he’s going to be distracted by.... oooh look something shiny. 

Audiology appointments are no better. After waiting for two hours in a room full of screaming children, which is 

enough to make anyone deaf, comes time for the distraction test. This test must have been devised for a goldfish 

with a 2 second attention span. It was certainly not devised with an obstinate nine year old in mind... a kid who even 

finds eating too boring an activity without the ear splitting musical accompaniment of his current favourite VTech 

gadget. 

So what toys do they choose to use to distract this technologically obsessed child? The type of toys that have 

been lying at the bottom of bargain bins since 1987. The type of toys that one day your grandchild will stick up her 

nose, and once Hatzola has successfully extracted it from her nasal orifice you will exclaim “hey, I haven’t seen this 

since the baby’s mother sneezed it out of her nose when she was a baby.” The type of toys you clean every year 

before Pesach and then don’t see anyone touching them until it is time to clean them again for next Pesach. And this 

is supposed to distract my little wanderer from “I want to leave this room and I want to leave  it NOW.” If they really 

want to see how well he hears they should turn on the taps in the next building and watch him go running. 

After 45 minutes of destruction distraction techniques, we get the results: Inconclusive. Oh really!! You don’t 

say!! And then we get cheerfully told, “we’ll try again in six months time!!” Oh great, does that mean we can leave 

now? I’m outta here... 

 

By: Feigi Stein 

 

I always try to cheer myself up by singing when I get sad. Most of the time, it 

turns out that my voice is worse than my problems. 
 

                Anonymous 
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 The most common statement I often hear 

from parents who are told that they should change 

their child’s diet, is that they are afraid their child 

will starve, because they never try new foods. 

Many children with special needs are afraid to try 

new foods and experience new textures. They 

become so accustomed to what they usually eat 

that tasting anything new is frightening.  

 What I suggest to parents is to not force a new 

food onto their child. Try going 50/50. For example 

if you are trying to wean a child from cow’s milk, try 

adding some new /alternative “milk”, such as rice, 

almond or coconut  to the milk that they are used to 

drinking now. You might want to start with an 

80/20 beverage mixture first and later adding more 

of the new substance. If they are not noticing the 

difference right away do not let them see you 

pouring. 

 If you want to introduce a new bread (gluten 

free, for example), use one slice of familiar bread 

and one slice of the new bread in a sandwich. Pick 

a favourite meat or peanut butter, so that the child 

will not focus on the new bread. Find one that 

emulated the bread he or she is used to eating.  

 One suggestion when trying a new fruit or 

vegetable is to allow the child to lick the food first, 

to get a feeling of the texture and taste. Another 

option is to include a dip. Kids seem to love to dip 

foods into something for fun and additional flavour. 

Items to try are yoghurt, dressings, sauces, melted 

cheese, sour cream, pudding, butter, olive oil, 

ketchup, mustard or another favourite condiment.  

 Try adding flavour to foods with a variety of 

spices. Again, let the child lick just a bit to 

experience the new flavour. Some favourite spices 

are ginger, garlic or cinnamon. Use a light amount 

at first and then, if the child likes the flavour, you 

can gradually add more to your dishes.  

 Make an effort to be creative with your child’s 

food. 

 

 

By: Barrie Silberberg 
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 Create cute designs such as caterpillar or 

butterflies. Use a slice of tomato or a piece of 

cheese, cut up apples, and fruit leather cut into 

shapes. 

 Bring a smile to a child’s face by spreading 

peanut butter onto apples and adding mini 

marshmallows inside for teeth. Display fruit in cute 

ways, to represent birds, animals, butterflies or 

other figures. Use cookie cutters to cut out shapes 

into cheese, fruits and vegetables  or protein 

sources to arrange to look pretty on a  plate. 

 Eggs make for an assortment of imaginative 

ideas. Try making devilled eggs with cute faces. 

Scrambled eggs make fun, fluffy hair for your 

pancakes. Sunny side up eggs, using the yolks for 

eyes can make some really charming faces. Cut a 

shape into a piece of bread, place it in a skillet, add 

an egg in the open hole and cook until done. 

 Maybe you will even want to design food to look 

fun with your child using a favourite book or photo,.  

 There are a host of ideas online or in recipe 

books for to make food fun. All it takes is a bit of 

creative imagination. 

You might be surprised at what your child will eat if 

you give them the time to enjoy some foods that 

you might not think they would enjoy, by being 

creative and imaginative and introducing new foods 

that might be great additions to your family. 

 

            
       Credits: Parentingspecialneeds.org 

Barrie Silberberg is the author of the Autism and 

ADHD Diet: A Step-by-Step Guide To Hope and 

Healing by Living Gluten Free and Casein Free 

(GFCF) And Other Interventions. Her web site is: 

www.putting your kids first.com. 

 

 

A crust eaten in peace is better than a banquet partaken in anxiety 

                 Aesop 
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 At our In Touch weekend, held from 03 - 05 January the atmosphere was truly one to remember. Rabbi 

and Rebetzen Rabinowitz together with Rabbi and Rebetzen Rosenbaum were an admirable asset to the fantastic 

‘בעלי אכסני of the weekend. The way our guests  approach an event gives credit to the רוח  as we see here. I have 

never seen the men putting in so much כח into an event. Our three host families can take great credit for their 

work. The parents left with refreshed כוחות and reinforcement to tackle the duties awaiting them.  

 

 But we must be a receptacle willing to accept the messages so that they stimulate our growth which help us 

continue in our every day lives. 

 

 We see this in our Torah all along. Those willing were able to accept Hashem’s challenges without question as 

an example to us all. We have the classic  example of יעקב and עשו .עשו so much wanted to be born first. He wanted 

this world to help him in his worldly תכלית. He was a Yid from a Jewish mother. He too had קדושה just like יעקב - but  

he chose a different דרך - me, myself and I. His קדושה was גשמיות alone. He knew all the מצוות just like יעקב but 

chose his life according to his whims and fancies. What about ישמעאל? He too was brought up in אברהם’s house, 

trained to do מצוות, but he was NOT a Yid, his mother being הגר. He was a פרה אדם. Sometimes a פרה - wild and 

sometimes an אדם - behaving well, but no קדושה. He tried and did מצוות and at the end he got his reward for trying. 

He looks after the הר הבית for us until משיח’s time עשו .במהרה בימינו was a Yid, a crooked one. He got no reward in 

 יעקב .עולם הזה and got it in ירושה He deserved a .יצחק Why? Because he was a son of .הר שעיר but received ,עולם הבא

who worked on his מדות and tried to keep the תורה was rewarded with כלל ישראל, עולם הבא, ארץ ישראל  and  תחית המתים. 

 

 So why did יצחק seem to favour יצחק ?עשו was trying to teach עשו the right way when he realised עשו wasn't so 

straight forward. רבקה didn’t have that much faith. She came from the house of בתיאל and לבן and knew what type 

of character עשו was. She didn’t trust him as יצחק did. Therefore she took יעקב to receive the ברכות, but not עשו. For 

the little קדושה that עשו had, for example the respect for his father, עשו was justly rewarded. His head, where the 

 .מערת המכפלה lay was buried in קדושה

 

 So we see what we put into life, that is what we reap at the end. The more כח we put in, the more we are 

rewarded. We see this with יתרו too. For his input into אידישקייט he was rewarded. משה became his son-in-law, a 

 .תורה has similar letters to the word יתרו was named after him and his name תורה in the פרשה

 

 We have to be a receptacle to receive and accept the messages around us, when we go to a convention, 

when we get together for a weekend, we must be ready to take these messages which help us grow. In this way 

may we be able to go forth, help our children and families to be ready to greet משיח. 
 

!!במהרה בימינו אמן  
 

 

“Don’t judge each day by the 

harvest you reap but by the 

seeds that you plant.” 
 

Robert Louis Stevenson 

 

 

 

“G-d always gives His best to 

those who live the choice with 

Him.” 

Jim Elliiot 

 

 

“We can’t help everyone, but 

everyone can help someone.” 

 

Ronald Reagan 

 

By: Chani Benedikt 
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Riding the waves of challenges 

M Tasgal 

 

 

Taking some time out of our otherwise busy hectic lives we got together at another 

wonderful and inspiring In Touch mothers evening. The stunning spread of goodies and 

sticks ready to plunge into rich dark chocolate was already a sign that we were in for 

something good. So there we were an eclectic group of women all piled into 59 Heathland 

Road on a rather wet Adar evening. United by a common goal we wanted to listen and be 

warmed by a warm person with warm words.  

To look at Mrs Karmel is to see a typical refined unassuming Yiddish mama. Then she 

begins to talk. Her words of wisdom that have reverberated through many packed halls 

filled the room and we were spellbound. We were taken on a journey through trials and 

tribulations and many funny down to earth truths were interjected to lighten the Mussar.  

Mrs Karmel’s words encouraged us to take the ordinary and make it extraordinary. 

We were chosen to be mothers, grandmothers and sisters to challenging children. Why? 

Because Hashem knew we would manage. Not only that but we wanted to grow beyond 

endless rounds of shopping trips and Hashem in His wisdom showed us how. As her sweet 

voice flowed around us each woman was invited to evaluate how as individuals we could 

improve in Vatronus. Let it go, whatever is bothering you let it go and create for yourself a 

Melitz Yosher. To illustrate this idea Mrs Karmel brought down a story of two families living 

next door each other in Eretz Yisroel. One family was really struggling for Parnasah and so 

they asked everyone in their apartment block if they could open a Gan in their flat. For a 

while all went well but one week the neighbour knocked on the door and explained that his 

wife had bad headaches “could the Gan please close”. The young family whose livelihood 

depended on the Gan suggested they visit the local Rav to solve this dilemma. At the Rav’s 

house the neighbour once again relayed that his wife had headaches. It would be a chillul 

Hashem if his barely frum three unmarried sons would see that the young frum neighbours 

did not care about his wife’s illness. The Rav took out a bottle of wine and handed it to the 

complaining man.  

“Here take this wine and you will be making weddings very soon all three sons 

will get wonderful frum girls”, True to his blessing the man soon danced at his sons 

weddings using the wine from this bottle at each simcha. It was not the blessing 

that helped this man but rather that he had been Mevater and let the neighbours 

run their Gan in peace.  

Being Adar wine was a big theme in these Diveri Chizuk, but joking aside Mrs 

Karmel stressed the point of Simcha. If you are going to do something anyway, do it 

happily. This was an idea the audience could see was imbued into the speaker 

because no matter her life challenges she engaged us with her wonderful genuinely 

happy smile. Soon enough with her many witty, spicy jokes we were all smiling along 

with her. So invigorated and smiling we each went home with a bit more of a 

bounce in our step, not to mention the extra calories from the refreshments., facing 

Purim with a bigger smile on our faces. Knowing that we would manage with Pesach 

because Hashem knows we will cope by keeping it simple and finally being Mevater 

ourselves for the sake of a more peaceful home.                                                              

By: M. Tasgal 
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Leaden skies 

and unrelenting 

rain did nothing to 

quash the 

atmosphere of 

elation and simcha that 

permeated this year's 

annual In Touch 

Shabbaton. 

 

 An eclectic mix of 

couples from London, 

Manchester and Gateshead 

came together for Shabbos 

parshas Bo: chassidim, 

Litvaks, yeshivishe 

yungeleit, older couples, 

kollel families, balebatishe 

husbands and wives, 

Ashkenazim and 

Sephardim. All different, 

but with one thing in 

common: a child - or 

sometimes more 

than one child - with 

special needs. 

 

 Over an 

inspirational 

Shabbos at the 

Down Hall country 

house hotel in rural Essex, 

more than 100 

participants                     

heard words of chizuk, 

shared stories and 

experiences, and debated 

the dilemmas and challenges 

that are the  everyday fare of "special parents". 

 

 Special guest speaker Rabbi Boruch 

Rabinowitz, himself the parent 

of a 23-year-old with Down 

Syndrome, and keynoting 

the Shabbaton for the 

seventh consecutive year, 

spoke emotionally about 

how parents of children 

with disabilities have 

been chosen by Hashem 

for a special, holy mission 

that needs to be 

borne with the same 

loving loyalty with 

which a faithful 

soldier accepts the 

orders of his king. 

Drawing on a 

number of heart-

wrenching personal 

anecdotes and stories 

about other people, he 

said that accepting the 

mission entrusted to us by 

Hashem and discharging it 

to our best ability is an act of 

"na'aseh v'nishma" akin to kabbolas haTorah. 

This act brings with it 

extraordinary blessings that 

may only be fully 

appreciated after many 

years. 

 

 Rabbi Menacham 

Mendel Gordon gave a 

dynamic shiur on Shabbos 

morning. Using a powerful 

story about a family who 

wrote to    the Lubavitch Rebbe 

asking for a brochoh as they were  sending 

their  young child abroad as an 

 

By: Rabbi Y Freeman 
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"unaccompanied 

 minor." The 

rebbe replied by 

crossing out the 

"un" and adding 

"by Hashem" Sending a 

strong message that no 

one is ever 

unaccompanied, Hashem 

is always with them. 

 

 Special guest Rav Yaakov 

Meir Rosenbaum shlita, Rosh 

Yeshivas Gur in London, spoke 

warmly about bitachon at the 

joyous melave malka. He 

likened the "potch" that 

many parents feel when a 

special child is born to a 

sound slap on the back 

from a loving friend - 

Hashem, he said, loves us 

unconditionally. 

 

 The ruach at 

the melave malka 

was exhilarating 

and inspiring. 

Following Rav 

Rosenbaum's 

speech, the 

singing and dancing in an 

atmosphere of simcha 

lasted into the early hours. 

 

 The Shabbaton was 

marked by the customary 

attention to detail by the 

organisers of In Touch, who spend 11 months 

of the year planning this event 

which many parents said 

gives them 

encouragement and 

strength to continue. 

Beautifully themed 

welcome packs awaited 

participants on the theme 

of "butterflies" - beautiful 

creatures that emerge 

from the 

transformative ugliness of the 

cocooned caterpillar. The lavish catering by 

Reich caterers helped to give 

couples a precious two days 

of respite from the 

relentless demands of 

caring for their families, 

with a chance to reflect, 

be pampered, and to draw 

strength from the sharing 

of experiences with others 

in similar positions. 

In his closing 

speech on Sunday 

morning, following a 

sumptuous 

breakfast, Rabbi 

Rabinowitz 

reiterated that we 

have been chosen for a 

special task and purpose: 

Hashem's ambassadors to 

spread the message of 

chessed to the whole 

world, because performing 

chessed influences the people 

around us. Acceptance of our 

mission with love and simcha 

will shape others' perceptions 

of nisyonos. This event, 

said Rabbi Rabinowitz, 

has lifted the spirits of 

parents who started 

downtrodden, and 

straightened their backs.  

Our children have 

changed our lives, he said, 

and In Touch has 

taught us to 

 elevate 

ourselves. He 

quoted a 

participant at a 

previous 

Shabbaton: "In Touch has 

literally saved my life - it 

has taught me to love my 

child, and has given me a 

reason to live!" 
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A little poem to you, I must write today,  

I just don’t know where to start, I have so much to say, 

To join IN TOUCH for Shabbos you did encourage me, 

You said “come, it’s a great inspiration, you’ll see!” 

In much need  of chizuk and a little rest to, 

We decided, maybe we should listen to you, 

So we came along and joined the convention, 

It turned out to be beyond  our imagination, 

Both                                    so much you gave, 

It was all so luxurious; you didn’t seek money to save. 

From the minute we arrived, the welcoming smile, 

Did not leave your faces, all the while, 

We were shown to our rooms, so comfortable and clean, 

What lovely surprises, in the welcome pack to be seen. 

We were introduced to the butterfly, which would be our theme, 

To soar above our challenges, we would learn as a team. 

 

The                     we got ready to meet, 

After licht-tzinden together, we were in for a treat, 

What a great time we had, mingling together as one. 

Meeting old and new friends, Oh! What fun! 

The            of        in this place we could feel, 

When we entered the dining room for our Shabbos meal, 

How beautifully prepared, how heimish it was,  

When everyone made Kiddush with their own kos. 

Then we were served, a lavish delicious meal, 

The            of the group, in the air we could feel,  

The atmosphere , the singing, the          so great,  

We did not even realise it was getting so late, 

The                    enhanced the        so much, 

We were so proud to be members of IN TOUCH, 

They taught us  “we can do it,” over the hurdles to jump, 

And to believe there’s a reason, every time we reach a bump 

Like when the chicken crossed over, they could not all see, 

Everything is with a           , if only we knew, we’d agree, 

 

By: Rochelle R. 
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Then after bentching, we were            to hear, 

How Rabbi Rabinowitz, eight times over, made this message clear. 

It’s not for us always, the reason to understand, 

To accept that it’s all within Hashem’s plan so grand, 

Then the men went off to a “botte”, more singing to come, 

The ladies for noshing some stories and fun. 

Shabbos morning the             , full of            and heart, 

To a great        day what a wonderful start, 

Kiddush and the seuda, served with a taste so fine 

We were even personally treated to            and wine, 

Bentching together, rejoicing as one, 

Only at IN TOUCH, could this be done, 

Mincha, seuda shlishis, and havdalah too, 

Every detail remembered, thanks to all of you. 

 

Then to a grand Melave Malkah we were invited, 

For this highlight event, we were all so excited, 

Rabbi Rosenbaum           , gave us so much inspiration, 

A dose of            to carry on doing Hashem’s mission, 

We’ve  been chosen with love, like a dear friend. 

If we accept His         , His help He will send, 

The music went on, the dancing began, 

So lebedig together, again and again, 

We would not stop, until late in the night, 

It really was such a beautiful sight, 

With          and         , yidden joined together, 

To support, care and feel for each other. 

 

Sunday morning came, we really had an early start, 

We will soon be going, from IN TOUCH we’ll part 

But the            and the            that from this Shabbos we did gain, 

Will stay with us until we can join you again, 

So to all of you, at IN TOUCH, 

We really must say “Thank You So Much!” 

Simi, Tzirele , Toby and husbands too, 

We really don’t know how to express our appreciation to you, 

We can only say, Hashem should repay, 

You should have        and             , every single day, 

You should continue to have the          to inspire, 

The banner of IN TOUCH should fly higher and higher. 
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Poem written on arriving at  

Down Hall Country Hotel Jan 2014 

 
At this special In Touch Shabbos a few words I’d like to say, 

To our dear organisers and all of you here today. 

Thank you for allowing us to be a butterfly for a while, 

With the welcome pack, and even Shabbos tissues we can relax 

and truly smile. 

 

Thank you for allowing us to climb into a cocoon, 

To switch off from the reality that will come back too soon. 

Thank you for providing a Shabbos of Chizuk so we can fly high, 

And have stronger wings to carry the challenges that come by. 

 

Like a butterfly sometimes we are delicate to touch, 

Other people’s careless comments can hurt so much. 

Thank you for providing this wonderful retreat, 

Where we can be at ease with whomever we meet. 

May Hashem give you the strength to fly even higher than before, 

And keep on organising “In Touch” looking after your families and 

more.  

 
     By: Mrs B S 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m not a morning person. Every day when the alarm rings you will hear me complaining loudly, and I 

only drag myself out of bed when my children threaten to do it for me. But last Wednesday I willingly 

arose at the indecent hour of 9:00am in order to join my In Touch friends for a morning of post Purim 

merriment. 

Upon arriving at Parkside restaurant we were all given a voucher worth £10 to spend on any food of our 

choice, - even fattening food. It was glorious to sit there schmoozing and choosing from the great array of 

dishes set before us on the menu. The best part of course was knowing that we didn’t have to prepare 

the food or clean up afterwards. 

When everyone was satiated, Tzirele brought out her fantastic new bingo machine and proceeded to call 

out the numbers that were rolling out. We all got a bit worried when nobody seemed to be winning, but 

when we’d all but given up, the first call of ‘Bingo’ was heard, and the lucky winner got to choose the first 

of several prizes. 

It was lovely being able to sit there and forget our worries for a little while, and it was completely worth 

the inconvenience of having to get up early. 

By: Leah Hochhauser 
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with kids 

FUN FACTS 
 

 The longest one syllable word 

in the English Language is 

“screeched” 

Almonds are members of the 

peach family 

The strongest muscle in the 

human body is the tongue 

 

 What gets wetter as it 

dries? A Towel 

 

 What word begins and 

ends with an ‘E’ but 

only has one letter? 

An Envelope 

 

 What has to be broken 

before you can use it? 

An Egg 

 

 What five letter 

words becomes 

shorter when you add 

two letters to it? 

Short 

 

 What has a neck but no 

head? A Bottle 

 


